have had?alas ! we still have?an enormous number of men who fulfilled only half these requirements?minds with no body to speak of, and bodies with no minds worth counting. We have men who could solve the most difficult problem in Euclid but could not run a hundred yards without being exhausted, and men who could knock you down with the greatest ease, but would be wholly unable to do anything for the broken bones that might result therefrom. These are only half men, incomplete, not the " pure and perfect animal," which by virtue of its perfection is something far more than animal merely. Worse than that, we have had men who in the sense we speak of are hardly men at all?dull minds dwelling in feeble bodies ; our large cities breed them in thousands. Our The students do well when they give, out of incomes that are very limited indeed, nearly two-thirdsof the necessary revenue ; surely generous London, that profits now and will in the future profit more and more by the thorough training in their work these apprentices and others are trying to obtain, will not refuse to give the rest.
